The first curious thing about commuting by car is that in some ways it is the exact opposite of travel in general. When we travel we do so with our eyes and ears open, asking questions, going out of our way to meet people, reading up on history and geology and architecture, drinking in our surroundings, constantly open to new perspectives and possibilities. When we commute we just want to get there. Anything that happens is probably a nuisance. The best we can hope for is a double-negative: that nothing goes wrong. That nothing holds us up. It's an experience without experience.

The second curious thing about commuting by car is how much we take it for granted. We don't even notice the first curious thing.
CHEAP DATES!

DRINKS

7-Bar Stools $48
Counter $57

Assorted Wine Racks starting $15

DINNER

4-Piece Mango Set $179
Outdoor Beach Set $189

MOVIE

Freddo $10
Chair & Ottoman $45

This could be the start of a beautiful relationship.

the furniture outlet
4025 Goldfinch, Mission Hills • 297-6558
Financing now available. 90 days same as cash OAC.
LET AIRTOUCH CELLULAR DEAL YOU IN ON THIS 21!

INTRODUCING THE EASY 21 PLAN
PROMOTION FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.
IT'S REALLY THAT EASY - $12 A MONTH
AND 21¢ A MINUTE!

PLUS

OTHER PLANS AVAILABLE STARTING
AT JUST $16.95 A MONTH!

AIRTTOUCH Cellular
An easy call to make™
"I've advertised in the Reader, San Diego Home & Garden, Decor Magazine...plus some television. I'm absolutely sold on the Reader. It consistently brings me style-conscious customers, age 25 to 45, who spend an average of $2500 in my store. They want their surroundings to reflect their taste and they like being on the cutting edge."

—Mark Matthews, owner, Metropol

PUBLIC NOTICE

LARGE Condominiums Priced From 1 BR $64,900 or 2 BR $84,900

- Developed by the City of San Diego Housing Commission
- The Purchase Assistance Programs for first time buyers* include:
  - Down Payment Assistance
  - "Silent" 2nd Loan Program – No Monthly Payments
  - Mortgage Credit Certificates
  - Closing Cost Assistance

*Purchasers must be a non-profit entity, first-time homebuyer, and must meet certain income guidelines. Homeowners may reduce their monthly payment on their mortgage note by paying the 2nd loan rather than paying it in full. For more information contact the City of San Diego Housing Commission.
Phone Matches Success Story

Teresa Bell & Michael Burnal

Teresa: I was looking for someone who could help me find a partner. I found Phone Matches and decided to give it a try.

Michael: Do you have a telephone number for someone else you would like to meet?

Teresa: Yes, I do. I want to meet someone who is interested in the same things I am.

Michael: I understand. Phone Matches can help you find someone who shares your interests.

Teresa: How does the process work?

Michael: We provide you with a list of potential matches and you can choose one to contact.

Teresa: When we met, we hit it off immediately.

Michael: That's great! Phone Matches is a great way to find someone who is compatible with you.

Teresa: Wouldn't you like to find that special someone through Phone Matches?

Michael: Absolutely! Phone Matches is the perfect solution for finding that special someone.

Do you have a Phone Matches "Success Story" to share?
Excimer Laser and RK
Can they Improve your Vision?

A Free Video Will Answer Your Questions

At Los Angeles Vision Center, our mission is to provide the latest and most improved vision correction technology and refractive surgery procedures. We have performed over 75,000 laser eye surgeries. In fact, we have been a leading provider of laser vision correction for over 20 years. Our experienced team is dedicated to ensuring the best possible outcome for each patient. Our surgeons have delivered consistent results that help patients achieve their vision correction goals.

Laser Surgeons
- Dr. Michael Haddad
- Dr. Robert M. Howard
- Dr. John Lohman

Dr. Howard specializes in LASIK, PRK, and LASIK for Presbyopia.

Dr. Haddad specializes in LASIK, PRK, and LASIK for Presbyopia.

Dr. Lohman specializes in LASIK, PRK, and LASIK for Presbyopia.

We use the latest technology, such as the VISX Star S4 Excimer Laser, to deliver precise and accurate laser vision correction. This state-of-the-art technology ensures that each patient receives the best possible outcome.

Free Video
For Information, call 490-3948.

Look Great for the Holidays
Unbelievably low prices
Free anesthesia
Free consultation

Burn rubber with any Swatch purchase.

The Swatch Asphalt Grand Prix

Swatch Shop in Shop at El Portal
948-19996

Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover
Free delivery within the United States. Call 800-777-4735 for reservations, prices, and terms. Swatches are not for sale. The Swatch asphalt Grand Prix is a public event and is open to the public. No admission required.
THE CONSOLATIONS OF GRAMMAR

Suppose these were only notes to be read in English. Let both hands be the things to be read. Here is a passage from the novel "The Consolations of Grammar" by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley.

The novel begins with a description of the nature of grammar and its importance in a child's education. The author argues that grammar is not merely a set of rules, but a tool for understanding and expressing the world around us. Shelley writes:

"At the age of five or six, a child begins to learn the art of grammar. This is a most important period in a child's life. Grammar is the foundation on which all other knowledge is built. It is the key to unlocking the secrets of language."

Shelley goes on to discuss the various parts of speech and how they are used in sentences. She writes:

"The parts of speech are nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections. Each part of speech has a specific function in a sentence. Nouns represent people, places, things, and ideas. Verbs express action or state of being. Adjectives modify nouns, and adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs. Prepositions show the relationship between nouns or pronouns and other parts of the sentence. Conjunctions connect words, phrases, or clauses. Interjections express emotion or surprise."

Shelley also discusses the importance of grammar in language evolution and how it helps to preserve the richness of our language. She writes:

"Grammar is not just a tool for communication; it is a treasure that we should pass down to future generations. Grammar is the blueprint that guides the growth of our language. It is the key to unlocking the secrets of language."

Shelley concludes her essay with a call to action for educators and parents to prioritize grammar education and to instill a love for language in the young minds who will inherit the world.

Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley

"The Consolations of Grammar," 1810

For further reading, I recommend the works of Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero. Their writings on language and grammar are still relevant today.
Normal Language and Cool Air in Sherwood Auditorium

The Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 is a piece that
must be seen as well as heard.

FRANKLIN SAVAGE

This summer, the Sherwood Auditorium,
home of the Brandenburg Concerto
Series, will host a series of concerts by
the West Coast Chamber Orchestra.
The concerts will take place on various
dates throughout the summer, and will
feature a variety of classical music,
including works by Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven, and others.

A special event taking place on August 15th
will feature a performance by the
renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma.

Tickets for the concerts are available
online at the Sherwood Auditorium's
website, and will also be sold at the
door on the day of the event.

To learn more about the Sherwood
Auditorium and its upcoming events,
visit their website at sherwoodauditorium.org.

---

VA Homebuyers' Seminar

FREE seminar will show you all there is
to buying a house using your VA eligibility.
get a mortgage, financing, and more.

When: September 14th
Time: 10 am - 2 pm
Place: Location to be announced

To reserve your spot, call 276-7777

---

Dance $27 for 4 or $6 for 1 week

---

SUP INTO SOMETHING MORE COMFORTABLE

---

Advantage Limousine
567-1619

---

The San Diego News Notes - August 7, 1995
Scotland's First Serial Killer

Garber sounds like he's defending a dissertation, not Dunsmuir Castle.

This "real" Macbeth (1000-1507) wasn't a nice guy, but he's the only person of his name who's been called a serial killer. He was a Scottish lord and a member of the Macbeth family, known for his deeds of murder. In Garber's play, Macbeth is depicted as a ruthless and cunning leader, a man who will stop at nothing to achieve his goals.

The play is set in Scotland during the late 15th century, a time of political and social unrest. Macbeth, a powerful nobleman, seeks to take the throne of Scotland, leading to a series of brutal murders.

Garber's portrayal of Macbeth is complex and nuanced, exploring the psychological and moral aspects of the character. The audience is left to question whether Macbeth is truly a killer, or if there is a deeper level of humanity within him.

The play is a compelling exploration of power, ambition, and the consequences of murder. Garber's direction is masterful, bringing to life the historical setting and the characters' motivations.

Overall, this is a thought-provoking production that will leave audiences pondering the nature of evil and the consequences of our actions.
$50,000? Ha, Ha, Ha
"You know the battle I'm up against..."

El Patio Andaluz
Spanish Wine Dinner
Tuesday, September 24, 6:30 PM
Chef Stephanie Tragos
555 Fourth Avenue
In Downtown San Diego's Gaslamp Quarter
Call 233-5979 for Reservations

Cigar's, Spanish Brandy & Cognac
Tuesday, October 1, 6:30 PM

An Exclusive Sale
For Couch Potatoes.
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GUITAR MASTERS

CELEBRATE OUR GRAND OPENING

BLARNEY STONE PUB
FOOTBALL AND SDSU PARTY HEADQUARTERS!
ALL COLLEGE & NFL GAMES ON SATURDAY!
ALL-U-CAN-EAT BUFFET 7-9 PM
91ST COORS LIGHT & BUD LIGHT POUNDERS 8-10 PM
91ST ALL 12-OZ. DOMESTIC BOTTLES
NO COVER WITH COLLEGE ID
SUNDAY: LIVE DISCO WITH GROOVE LINE
$2 U-CALL-IT DRINKS
The Moose says please don’t drink and drive
Pacific Beach • 1769 Canyon Avenue • 834-3743

PACIFIC BEACH

TUESDAYS
5-8 PM
THE JAGUARS
Click here for more information: http://www.jaguars.com

THE JAGUARS
7:30 PM
FRIDAYS
GET A NATIONAL'S SPECIAL 4$10
TOMCAT COURTNEY
6-9 PM
HAPPY HOUR
GET A NATIONAL'S SPECIAL 4$10
HEINEKEN'S SPECIAL 4$10

THE JAGUARS
7:30 PM
FRIDAYS
GET A NATIONAL'S SPECIAL 4$10
TOMCAT COURTNEY
6-9 PM
HAPPY HOUR
GET A NATIONAL'S SPECIAL 4$10
HEINEKEN'S SPECIAL 4$10

Victors
FREE CONCERTS ON THE SATELLITE PRESENTS
JAZZ WITH SAM RINEY
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 8 PM

Santana Post-Party
Javier Batez
SUS ANGELES
What?!? Tom Fish starring Nicolas Cage was described as a number-suburban romance!

Peter, Paul & Mary
Lifelines Live

On Sale Now!
CD $2.99
CS $2.99

TOWER RECORDS
3700 North Mission Bay Drive
Reservations 480-3350

LIFELINES
LIVE

2 days in the Valley
What?!? Tom Fish starring Nicolas Cage was described as a number-suburban romance!

Tower Records • Video • Books
1 • 800 • ASK • TOWER

Live!
In Concert
at Hospitality Point
Thursday, September 19
American Airlines
Tickets available through Ticketmaster outlets.
Discount: A $1.50 adult, $1.00 senior rate
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face to face

face to face performs live today, Thursday, September 12th at 4pm.
Lou's Records parking lot.

Tickets for the show are available at Lou's Records for $5.00.

face to face will be playing songs from their new album, and

beating out the afternoon. (Tickets for the show are available at
Lou's Records for $5.00.)

A TRIBUTE TO THE DOORS
with special guests:
Steve Lynn & Bordercross

Saturday, September 15

Schooners

Boogie Knights
"Knights of Love"

Polyester & the Funky Love Bomb

Home Disco Party

DJ's: Joey Jimenez & Johnny Finnell

TAXXI!

Steve Lynn & Bordercross

Saturday, September 15

Schooners

Boogie Knights
"Knights of Love"

Polyester & the Funky Love Bomb

Home Disco Party

DJ's: Joey Jimenez & Johnny Finnell

TAXXI!

Steve Lynn & Bordercross

Saturday, September 15

Schooners

Boogie Knights
"Knights of Love"

Polyester & the Funky Love Bomb

Home Disco Party

DJ's: Joey Jimenez & Johnny Finnell

TAXXI!
Short Rib Slough
You'll find much to enjoy here, but two things almost drove us crazy.

**The Restaurant**

From the outside, this looks like a place to avoid. The parking lot is full of cars, and the building itself is not particularly appealing. But once you step inside, you'll be pleasantly surprised.

The menu is extensive, with a good selection of dishes to choose from. The service is friendly and attentive, and the prices are reasonable.

**The Food**

The food is excellent. The prime rib was tender and juicy, and the dessert was a delicious chocolate cake. Overall, it's a great place to dine out.

---

**Calendar**

**RESTAURANTS**

**Pasta Nostra is Not Your Normal Gourmet Restaurant**

**Full Gourmet Lunch or Dinner**

$4.95

Enjoy lunch or dinner at Pasta Nostra, located at 123 Main St. in downtownville.

**PRINCESS PUB & GRILLE**

**Best Fish & Chips in San Diego**

Come and enjoy our famous fish & chips, served with a side of our homemade tartar sauce. Located at 456 Ocean Blvd.

**ISLAND SPICE CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT**

**For All Your Caribbean Cuisine**

Experience the flavors of the Caribbean with our delicious food offerings. Located at 789 Beach Rd.

**Little Russia**

**Four Course Dinner for 2 for only $19**

Treat yourself to a delicious four-course dinner for two at Little Russia, located at 101 Park Ave.

**WHERE GOOD TIMES ARE ALWAYS ON TAP!**

**The Beer**

Up to eight different beers on tap daily. All brewed on location.

**The Food**

The best in Austro-Hungarian Cuisine; wonderful pastes, noodles, steaks, chicken, and much more.

**The Atmosphere**

High energy bar, modern upscale décor.

The perfect spot for friends or a great date.

Watch for our opening in the Eastside Quarter this September.

**Hops!**

In University Towne Centre
Next to Macy's

(619) 587-6677
PICTURE STORY

by the San Diego Historical Society

Our streak of the Yellow Cab Company

O ur streak of the Yellow Cab Company

Today's radio-equipped models. Some radios, they
cruised San Diego's streets, looking for fares.
The rear windows of the cab rolled up and down
to the comfort of the passengers. Compare that
features with the open driver's compartment. On
the rare occasion of a San Diego rainfall, Yellow
Cabs had short length rain covers.

(From the San Diego Historical Society, Photographic Collection)
Sweat Rolled Down My Neck
By Anne Albeight

Kid Stuff
Mom's never got a vacation. Even
when the family rides in a vacation,
weather can spoil the fun. The
weekend, she has to do her
tasks, she can't take a break.

Last week we booked, Jack
Doe, 30, and his baby, 18 months
old, Rachel, to go on a cruise to
Mexico. They had a cabin on
the ship, and the view was
amazing. We rented to a cabin
next to the ship, and the view
was even better. We thought
about the views from the ship,
and then we decided to rent a
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